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WELDINg
EQUIPMENT

MODEL : YMT-ct100 
FEATURES :

    

    

10 PCS /CARTON
PACKING INFORMATION:    

    

Y01

YMT CUTTINg TORCh

FEATURES :

    

    

Die forged brass head for strength and 
durability
Two needle valves for fast and accurate flame 
adjustment

YMT HEAVY DUTY
CUTTINg TORCh
MODEL : YMT-CT200 
FEATURES :

    

    

Die forged brass head for strength and 
durability
Two needle valves for fast and accurate flame 
adjustment

10 PCS /CARTON
PACKING INFORMATION :    

    

YMT “s” WELDING TORCh
MODEL : YMT-WT100 
FEATURES :

    

    

Used in servicing and repairing cars, plumb-
ing, brazing copper heating or water supply 
systems, air conditioning systems,welding, 
repairing refrigeration units, connecting 
prosthetic parts in dentistry, jewelry and other 
DIY works.

50 PCS /CARTON
PACKING INFORMATION :    

    

YMT-CT100 

YMT-CT200 

YMT-wT100 







WELDINg
accessories

Y04

YMT WELDING
TORCH COLLET
FEATURES :

    

    

For TIG  welding Machine
For TIG torch welding

YMT-COT16 - Collet #1.6mm
YMT-COT24 - Collet #2.4mm
YMT-COT32 - Collet #3.2mm

100 PCS /PACK
PACKING INFORMATION:    

    

AVAILABLE MODELS    

YMT ceramic cup
FEATURES :

    

    

Resistant to high temperature, good ruggedness.
Material: ceramics

YMT-CRM400 - Ceramic Cup #4
YMT-CRM500 - Ceramic Cup #5
YMT-CRM600 - Ceramic Cup #6
YMT-CRM700 - Ceramic Cup #7
YMT-CRM800 - Ceramic Cup #8

10 PCS /BOX , 1000 PCS/CARTON
PACKING INFORMATION:    

    

AVAILABLE MODELS    

YMT WELDING
TORCH COLLET BODY
FEATURES :

    

    

For TIG  welding Machine
For TIG torch welding

YMT-COTB16 - Collet  Body #1.6mm
YMT-COTB24 - Collet  Body #2.4mm
YMT-COTB32 - Collet  Body#3.2mm

50 PCS /PACK
PACKING INFORMATION:    

    

AVAILABLE MODELS    

YMT tig tungsten
eleCtrode - red
FEATURES :

    

    

It is widely used as an additive oxide electrode.
It can be operate easily and electric current load is 
big, it can produce arc easily and steadily, the gap 
of the breaking arc is big , loss less and long life, if 
has much higher recrystallizing temperature, much 
better conductivity and better mechanical cutting 
property, it is used for welding carbon steel, stain-
less steel, nickel alloy and titanium metal, it is a 
first selection material for high quality welding.

YMT-TIG16R - #1.6mm x 150mm
YMT-TIG24R - #2.4mm x 150mm
YMT-TIG32R - #3.2mm x 150mm

10 PCS /PACK
PACKING INFORMATION:    

    

AVAILABLE MODELS    

YMT - cot

YMT-cotb

YMT-tig

YMT-crm
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